UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN

MARCH 26, 2016

In 1995 I met Randy L Henderson.

Shortly after meeting him, while driving him to the home of an acquaintance, I felt a very strong impression that I should stop the car and have a discussion with him.

I do not remember anything that was said, but I do know that a strong bond of soul to soul brotherhood was forged that day.

At about the same time, it was Randy that demanded I meet with a group through which the INTERNET CATALOGUE CLUB was formed.

Everyone at the table that day said a prayer.

Through those prayers all present were informed that the mission that was being embarked on was to prepare for the second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Of that group Randy was one of three that remained steadfast over the ensuing years.

In my view, in every aspect of what has been accomplished to date Randy's thumbprint is somewhere found.

Over the years we had many arguments, many laughs, and many extraordinary journeys together.

Often imminent danger accompanied us on those journeys and, somehow, Randy would always manage to diffuse it or make it disappear, more often than not solely by his presence.

It became obvious to me that he was someone that was considered "untouchable".

As an example, one early morning in the airport in Mexico City, a small man, seemingly drunk, staggered over to our table, sat down, and suddenly very coherent, leaned over towards Randy, and said, "What are you doing here, the money is in Europe." He then smiled at me, reached over, touched my hand, and referring to Randy said, "Don't ever harm this man". He then abruptly left.
As examples of Randy's intellectual contributions and guidance, people may read THE JUNGLE STORY published on www.incredible-concepts.com in 1996 and GLOBAL HORN OF PLENTY published on that site in 1999. We are still guided by those documents.

For example, it was in the JUNGLE STORY that Randy described the UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATOR that APPLE, led by Steve Jobs, years later introduced as a reality with the development of the IPHONE.

Along the way, Randy provided guidance countless times through advice he received from unknown sources he and I referred to as "the birdies", which we learned to follow as they always were right.

But, in my view and I am sure in Randy's view, the most important experience I had with Randy was just a couple of days before he passed on.

We jointly, along with my wife, recited the Lord's Prayer together, and we all felt the peace that came with the knowledge that God loved and accepted Randy as having had a life well lived.

The Lord once commented that He wished those listening were either hot or cold but because they were lukewarm He would spew them out of His mouth.

Randy may have gone through times in which he shivered far from the Lord, but in the end he basked in the warmth of the love of the Savior of mankind.

I am grateful to have known him and to have enjoyed his friendship.

Until we meet again, my friend!

His Lordship Count Palatine
Don Benjamin W. Young, Jr.
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